
Linhardt Aluminium Tube Information Sheet

WHAT TO THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Fill Volume  How much product do you want to �t in the tube

Dimensions  Ø diameter x length (from bottom of shoulder to open end)
   - dependant on �ll volume (see Linhardt’s brochure)

Fold  Certain folds o�er better security of seal, however they take up more of the excess 
  tube length and so a longer tube is required - Saddle Fold, Double Saddle Fold, etc.

Material  99.7 % Aluminium  

Internal Linhardt o�er a range of di�erent internal lacquers
Lacquer  N.B. It is always up to you as the customer to con�rm compatibility of your 
  product with the tube

Ori�ce   Small, Large - dependant on the viscosity of your product
  Membrane - o�ers tamper evidence - requires a piercer cap

Cap   Flower Pot, Piercer, Full Width, ‘T’ Shaped, Flip Top, Screw On, Snap On, Custom

Printing  - up to 7 colour o�set
  - colour matched external lacquer
  - registration mark often required to align crimping equipment
  
Filling  If you are unable to �ll these in house we can suggest a number of 
  contract manufacturers who will best be able to satisfy your requirements

Quantity   MOQ generally 10k per variant

Tolerances  - quantity -  10k units   +/- 20%
    10-25k units   +/- 15%
    25-100k units   +/- 10%
    100k +    +/- 5%

        - print  - attend production to agree print, tolerance cards, trial print
   [please contact us to discuss how best to agree print tolerances]

Sterilisation  If you intend on sterilising aluminium tubes, please note:
  √ Autoclave  - aluminium and lacquers sterilisation resistant
  √ Gamma   - aluminium and lacquers sterilisation resistant 
  
  N.B. PP caps are not suitable for Gamma sterilisation and PE caps are not
  suitable for autoclaving and so you would need to specify tubes with 
  membrane seals and remove caps prior to sterilisation

Payment Your payment will need to be made to Linhardt and will be in Euros

Quality Linhardt are known in the market place for creating aluminium tubes of the 
  highest quality and have Certi�cation according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2000
  and DIN EN ISO 15378

  For an extra cost, Linhardt also have camera inspected lines �tted with a 
  system known as TEMA which ensures product meets your exact requirements
  - parameters need to be set initially i.e. identify part(s) of tube for the 
  camera to concentrate on. The stricter the parameters the lower the output
  which leads to increased costs
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